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ALPHABOXDICE.COM @ALPHABOXDICE MCLAREN VALE SOUTH AUSTRALIA

‘D’

NAME DEAD WINEMAKERS 

SOCIETY

VINTAGE 2020

VARIETY DOLCETTO

REGION ADELAIDE HILLS

VINEYARD Yacca Paddock, Kuitpo, 

Southern Adelaide Hills 

// Christmas Hill 

Vineyard, Kuitpo, Southern 

Adelaide Hills.

ELEVATION 

/ ASPECT

Yacca Paddock - Elevation: 

360m-375m, ENE aspect 

Christmas Hill - 

Elevation: 325m-330m, 

very slight SW aspect. 

SOIL Yacca Paddock has brown 

sandy loam with ironstone 

gravel over heavy clay. // 

Christmas Hill has light 

red clay loam shot through 

with ironstone gravel over 

limestone and sandstone.

MANAGEMENT Yacca Paddock is VSP spur 

pruned on a single permanent 

cordon with a single catch 

wire. Conventional farming 

practices, drip irrigation. 

Shoot and bunch thinning 

applied // Christmas Hill 

Vineyard is VSP and cane 

pruned to 10 node canes, 

shoot thinned, bunch thinned 

with single catch wire. 

Conventional farming practices 

with drip irrigation.

FERMENTATION Hand harvested, destemmed with 

the rollers out, retaining 

as much whole berry as 

possible. Fermented until 

dry on skins (10 days) with 

wild yeast. Hand plunged 

for gentler extraction.

MATURATION Matured for 6 months old 

barriques on lees then blended 

into large format foudre and 

aged for a further 8 months.

CLOSURE Cork composite

WINEMAKER Sam Berketa

NOSE Ripe cherries, sour plums, black 

pepper and dark chocolate. 

PALATE The whole mouth fills with a 

satin explosion of soft berry 

fruits and silky tannins. 

The acid is soft and gentle, 

making it a pleasure to drink. 

PAIR Pizza, pasta, the usual 

italian fare.

CELLAR 10-15 years.

NUMBERS ALCOHOL: 14%

pH: 3.53

RESIDUAL SUGAR: 3.53g/L

TOTAL ACIDITY: 5.87g/L

SO2 Free/Total (ppm): 43/69

STYLE Dolcetto, as the name suggests, 

is such a plush and sweet fruited 

variety with super soft acidity. 

The 2020 Dead Winemaker's Society 

really takes that generosity 

of vibrant fruit and creates a 

super approachable wine by using 

genlte cap management techniques 

during the fermentation 

and a long, uninterrupted 

maturation firstly in small 

oak, then in large format.


